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We derive polynomial formulas for the number of conjugacy lasses ofelements 
of prime order (not dividing the order of the Weyl group) of a compact connected 
simple Lie group whose character values generate a given extension field of Cl. This 
leads to a simple criterion for the existence of such an element. 0 1991 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
Let 6 be a (real) compact connected simple Lie group of rank 1. If xE 6 
is an element offinite order N then the character values tr&(x)), as (p, V) 
varies over all finite dimensional complex representations of 6, generate a 
field ,4(x) over CD. It is clear that A(x) is a subfield of the cyclotomic f eld 
Q(t), where l= erZnlN. We are interested in describing which fields occur as 
A(x) for some x E 6 of order N, and in determining how many conjugacy 
classes of xgive aparticular field. Ourresults arerather complete when N 
is a prime number p, partly because Q(<)/Q has a cyclic Galois group in 
this case, sothat he field degree of Q(<)/A(x), called the depth b(x) of x, 
is the only invariant needed to specify A(x). 
The description of the main results centres on the polynomials 
where sk(n) is the number of elements ofthe Weyl group W that admit a
primitive n throot of unity as an eigenvalue of multiplicity k. These are 
used to construct thecounting polynomials 
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where p is the MGbius function. Lete(W) denote the xponent ofW, i.e., 
the least common multiple of the orders ofelements of W. Then we have 
THEOREM 1. Let p be a prime number not dividing 1 WIsuch that he 
greatest common divisor fp - 1 and e(W) is D. Then the number of 
conjugacy classes of elements of (ti of finite order p and depth dis obtained 
by evaluating Bd,o(t) at p. 
Generalizing a well known result [Slml ] of L. Solomon gives good 
control ver the A-polynomials: 
THEOREM 2. Let m, dm,< ‘.. <m, be the xponents of W. Then 
1 ’ Wli+t 
A,(t) + l = (WI ,g, s/c(n) tk =isrl”, mi + 1’ 
where I(n) = ( 1 < i < I: n divides mi + 1 }. 
The B-polynomials are easily calculated from this and (2). A variation 
on this (Proposition 4) gives enough understanding of the B-polynomials 
so that we can deduce 
THEOREM 3. Let p be a prime number not dividing 1 WIand let dbe a 
positive nteger. Then 8 has an element oforder p and depth dif and only 
if the following allhold: 
(El) d divides p - 1 
(E2) d divides m + 1 for some exponent m of W 
(E3) ifd is odd then 8 is either oftype (i) A, or (ii) E6or (iii) DI with 
1 an odd multiple of d. 
The proof of Theorem 1is in Section 3 with Sections 1, 2as preparation. 
Theorems 2,3 are proved in Sections 4,6respectively. The remaining 
Section 5 gives some quick consequences (some known) of our results. 
1. REDUCTION OF THE PROBLEM TO WEYL GROUP ORBITS 
Fix a maximal torus 2 of (5 and set = if’, where i= J-1 and f’ is the 
Lie algebra of2. We define a lattice r in t via the xact sequence 
o-r-t-2-1. exp i21r (3) 
Note that r is the coroot lattice f and only if 8 is simply connected. 
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Fix a positive nteger N. The Weyl group W acts on f and therefore n 
T/NT. Call zE T/NT reduced if it has order N and note that W acts on 
reduced points ofT/NT. Set 
W;={wEW:WZ=Z} 
W;= {WE W: wz=az for some UEH} 
and define the depth of z to be the group index 
b(z) = (WY : W,). 
PROPOSITION 1. The conjugacy lasses ofelements of 6 offinite order N 
and depth b are in bijection with the W-orbits ofreduced elements ofr/NT 
of depth b. 
Proof. Any element x E8 of order N is represented by z* E r in the 
sense that it is conjugate to xp i2nN- z ’*. This follows from (3) because 
every element of6 is conjugate to an element of2. Moreover xi, x2 are 
conjugate in 6 if and only if they are represented by z:, z: so that 
z: + Nr, z-J+ + NT are both reduced and in the same orbit of W. For details 
on this ee [Pzll]. 
The depth b(x) of x is the number of integers k mod N so that x is 
conjugate to xk (by Proposition 5.1 of [MPt] ). If x is represented by z* 
then xk is represented by kz* so xk is conjugate to xif and only if kz* + 
NT= w(z* +NT) for some w E W. From this b(x) =b(z* +NT) and the 
proposition follows. 1 
2. INVARIANTS OFTHE WEYL GROUP ACTION. 
The finite group W acts on the lattice r. We discuss how the invariants 
of the Q-representation space V= Q 0, r of W determine thstructure of 
the If,-representation T/pT= IF,0, r for all primes p not dividing 1 WI. In 
the next section we find these are the appropriate invariants. 
Fix w E W. The irreducible Q( w)-modules are given by R, = 
Q[t]/(@,(t)) for divisors n of 1~1, where @,, is the nth cyclotomic 
polynomial andw acts by multiplication by t. Define the multiplicities f,(w) 
by viewing V as a (w)-module byrestriction and writing 
(4) 
LEMMA 1. f,(w) is the multiplicity of 5 = ei21rin as an eigenvalue ofw 
acting on @ 0, r. Therefore 
1 
‘4,(t) = IWJ wFw (tfn(w) - 1). (5) 
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Proof: The multiplicity of t as an eigenvalue of w acting onC Oo R, 
is 1 if d= n, and 0 otherwise. The lemma is immediate from this and the 
definition (1) of A,(t). 1
Next we turn to characteristic p not dividing 1 WJ. Since p does not 
divide lwl the l-dimensional irreducible [Fp(w) modules correspond to 
homomorphisms (w ) + F; from the cyclic group of order 1WI to the cyclic 
group of order p- 1, hence are given by S, = Fp[ t]/( t -a) for a E ‘F; 
satisfying alwl= 1, with w acting bymultiplication by t (which is multi- 
plication by a). We have 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf p does not divide IwI then 
res <I* > T/pT 2 Q ( Q 
nl(lwl,p-1) aeFpX.ial=n 
S<++D, 
where all Fp( w )-irreducible constituents of D have IF,-dimension 2 2,and 
((WI, p - 1) denotes the greatest common divisor. 
Proof: Let ZCpj denote the localization of Z at (p). If E is a full ZCpj- 
lattice on V then the IF,(w) module E= IFp@zCp, E isindependent of the 
choice of E (by 15.2, Theorem 32 of [JPS] and Maschke’s theorem). 
Taking E = ECpj Qz r gives i? E [F, 0, r r T/pT. On the other hand taking 
the full ZCp,(w) lattice Zcp,[t]/(@,(t)) on each R, in (4) we get 
E= On,,,, (zcp,Ctl/(~,(t)))~‘“’ hence Ez On,,,, (~pCtl/(@n(t)))h’“‘. 
The proposition now follows since w acts as a primitive n th root of unity 
on each irreducible constituent of F,[t]/(@,(t)), which is therefore 
i-dimensional precisely when [F, contains (necessarily all) primitive nth
roots of unity, i.e., when n divides p - 1. m 
3. COUNTING WEYL GROUP ORBITS 
The finite group W acts on the finite dimensional [F,-space M( = rlpr), 
with p not dividing ( WI. For simplicity assume this action satisfies 
res<,>Mg Q ( Q St@))OD (6) 
nl(lwl.p-1) USE;, IIIl=n 
as in Proposition 2, i.e., that he multiplicity of S, depends only on the 
order of a. Adopt he notions ofSection 1 for M so depth is defined and 
every z# 0 in M is reduced. 
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PROPOSITION 3. The number h, of W-orbits of nonzero elements of depth 
b in M is given by 
hb = 
c p - 1 p (i) A,,(p) if bis admissible 
blnl 
0 otherwise, 
where A,,(t) is defined by the multiplicities in (6) via the formula (5), and b 
is admissible if itdivides p - 1 and the order of some element inW. 
Proof: Since W:/W, is isomorphic toa subgroup of [F;, it is 
necessarily cyclic and the index (W; : W,) = b(z) is admissible. It follows 
from the definition of depth that h, = 0 if bis not admissible. 
The plan of the proof is to count 
x,= {(W,Z)E Wx(M\{O}): wz=az with aElF,” and am= l} 
in two ways. First 
IJJml= 1 card{we W: wz =az, am= l} = 1 1 W,l(m, b(z)) 
O#ZEM Z#O 
since W:/W,, which is cyclic of order b(z), intersects the group 
{a E [Fp” : am = 1) in (m, b(z)) elements. If {zi, . . z,} is a set of W-orbit 
representatives in M\(O) then 
Ix,1 = i 1 I WA h b(z)) 
i=l zeWi, 
= $, (W: W,,) I W,,l (m, b(zi)) 
=IW 1 (m,n) 
HIP-1 
( if, l)=lW n,;pI (m9n)hn. 
so b(z,) = n 
On the other hand {z E M: wz = az} is an lF,( w )submodule ofM which, 
by (6), is isomorphic to St(“) if ahas order ddividing (1~1, p - 1) and is 
zero therwise. So 
IX,,,1 = c card{zEM\(O}: wz=az,C= l} 
WSW 
= 1 1 c card{zEM\(O}:wz=az) 
WE W dim lal=d 
= 1 2 1 (p/d’“” - 1) 
WE W dim lal=d 
=wFw d;hd)(Ph'"'-l)= c$(d) IWI Ad(ph 
dim 
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Comparing the two counts yields 
.,F- lcm, n, hn = c WI A,(p) 
dim 
for all m. 
We now get h, by inverting these relations [Kov]. Namely by Mobius 
inversion we have 
= c c 4n,,W)h, (Kronecker d ha) 
k(n nip--1 
=,,nz-, d(m) k 
hence A,(P)=~,,,,,,,~-, h  for all m. 
Finally weget 
A,(P)= 1 Pz c h, 
nlmlP- 1 0 mlklp- 1 
= c ~n,A=hn 
klp--I 
and the proposition is proved. 1
Proof of Theorem 1. By Propositions 1 and 3 (with Proposition 2 
verifying thehypothesis (6) of Section 3)it suffices to show that 
hd= 8,,.,(p), where D is the greatest common divisor ofp- 1 and e(W). 
The pomt is that, by(l), A,(f) = 0 if ndoes not divide the order of some 
element inW. So the formula for hd in Proposition 3 has nonzero terms 
only for ndividing D, and there are none of these unless d is admissible. fl 
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4. COEFFICIENTS OF THE A AND B POLYNOMIALS 
Let f,(w) denote the multiplicity of 5 = ei2’jn as an eigenvalue of w E W 
acting on@ BP r, as in Lemma 1. Adopt he notation ofTheorem 2. The 
basic identity we need is 
LEMMA 2. For nonnegative ntegers.9 we have 
where for the weighted sum on the right hand side 
for each subset S of { 1,2, .. I}. 
Proof: This is a consequence of the identity (7)of [Slml ]
where {or(w), . . w,(w)} is the set of eigenvalues of WE W and S varies 
over subsets of(1, 2, . . l}. We look at the sum of residues from the poles 
of order q at t = 5 arising from the two sides of this identity. 
On the left hand side only those w that admit 5-l (and hence <) as an 
eigenvalue of multiplicity at least q,i.e., f,(w) >q, can contribute. Eachof 
these w contributes C,s,=4,SE(i:w,(w)=5-1) (-l q=(-l)q(hr)) so the left 
hand side gives (l/j WI) C,, w ( - 1)” (&r’). 
On the right and side apole of this type occurs precisely when S c Z(n). 
Examining the Laurent expansion at t= 5 shows that he residue for such 
an S is 
lim n 
tyt - 5) =n --l - = ( - 1 )‘Sl m,
r+ticS1-tm~+l iesmi+l 
so the right hand side contributes CSEI(nj,,S, =q ( - 1)’ 9JI,. 1
Proof of Theorem 2. We show that he two polynomials have the same 
expansions i  powers of (t - 1). Clearly Ci=, s,Jn) tk= C,,,, w t&(“‘) sothe 
coefficient of (t - l)q is 
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On the other hand the coefficient of (t - l)y in the Z(n)-product is 
= c msz,. 
sEf(n),ISI=y 
Comparing byLemma 2 concludes theproof. m
In the proof of Theorem 2we have just shown that 
4(t)= i (7) 
q=l 
( 1 %) (t-lY 
SEl(n),ISI=q 
gives the xpansion of A,(t) in powers of (t - 1 ), because A,( 1) = 0 follows 
from (1). We use this to prove 
PROPOSITION 4. Let B&t) = CL = 1 b,(d, D)(t - 1)” be the expansion f
B d, D in powers of (t - 1). Then 
b,(d, D)= c ms, 
SEY&,D) 
where SG { 1, 2, . . Z} is an element of Yq(d, D) precisely when it has q 
elements and satisfies thecondition 
for dInID we have Z(n)?S ifand only ifn=d. (8) 
Proof: From (2) and (7) we have immediately 
so it remains toshow, for asubset S of { 1,2, .. I } with cardinality q, that 
To see this let supp(S) = {n: dl n 1 D and SE Z(n)> and note that 
SE Yq(d, D) if and only if supp(S) = {d}. If supp(S) isempty (9) is clear. 
If supp(S) isnonempty let D* be its largest lement. Then (9) follows from 
supp(S) = (n: dl n I D*} (9’) 
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because C d,n,D. ,n(n/d) is 1if D* = d and 0 otherwise. Since n 1 D* implies 
Z(D*)rZ(n), (9’) holds precisely if n~supp(S) implies nlD*. Set N= the 
least common multiple of nand D *. Then S G Z(n) n Z(D*) = Z(N) shows 
that N is in supp(S) soN= D* by maximality of D*, i.e., n divides D*. 1 
5. SOME CONSEQUENCES 
Some interesting results nowfollow rather asily. 
COROLLARY 1. - 1 belongs to W if and only if all exponents ofW are 
odd. 
Proof Theorem 2characterizes when ,(2) > 0. 1 
COROLLARY 2 [Spg]. W has an element with a primitive nth root of 
unity as an eigenvalue if and only tf n divides m + 1 for some exponent m 
of w. 
Proof: Theorem 2characterizes when Sk(n) > 0 for some k 2 1. 1 
COROLLARY 3. e(W) is the least common multiple of {mi + 1: 1 < i < l}. 
Proof Since W acts faithfully on r,the least common multiple of the 
orders ofthe igenvalues of w EW acting onC 0, r is precisely 1~1. Now 
Corollary 2 gives the result. 1 
COROLLARY 4 [Djkl]. Zf p is a prime number not dividing 1 WIthen the 
number of conjugacy classes in8 of elements of order dividing p is 
IIf=, ((mi+ PY(mi+ 1)). 
Proof Theorem 1names D, depending onp, so that his number of 
conjugacy lasses is 1 + C,,, B&p). Using (2), and interchanging the 
order of summation, this becomes 1 + A I(p). Now apply Theorem 2. [ 
PROPOSITION 5 [Kst]. Let h be the Coxeter number of W. Zf WE W 
has a primitive h th root of unity as an eigenvalue then w is a Coxeter 
transformation. 
Proof By Theorem 2and h = m, + 1 the number of elements of W with 
a primitive hthroot of unity as an eigenvalue is Ck,, Sk(h) = s,(h) = 1 WI/h. 
All Coxeter transformations are conjugate andcommute only with their 
powers (see [Ctr] for an easy proof) so there are I W//h of them. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let p be a prime number not dividing I WI and let d 
divide m + 1 for a unique xponent m of W. Zf 8 has an element oforder p
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and depth d then it has exactly (p - l)/(m + 1) conjugacy lasses ofsuch 
elements. 
ProoJ The number of these conjugacy classes is B&p), by Theorem 1. 
By assumption Z(d) is a singleton andB&t) is not the zero polynomial. 
So Proposition 4 implies that B&t) has degree 1 and indeed that it equals 
rol,,,)(t-l)=(t-ll)l(m+l). I 
Remark. The motivation f rthis paper was to lind formulas for the 
number of conjugacy classes of xin 8, of given order with given field A(x), 
of the same kind as Djokovic’s formula inCorollary 4. It was customary to 
use the field degree of,4(x)/Q, called the height a(x), as the main invariant 
of A(x). Clearly a(x) b(x) = #(IV) so this ,is equivalent. M emonic: a(x) 
measures A(x) above Q, and the depth b(x) measures A(x) below Q(5). 
Emphasizing height is natural because the most interesting co jugacy 
classes are rational (i.e., height 1). Such conjugacy classes arerare because 
Z(d) is small when d is large. Proposition 6 is amore detailed explanation 
of rare classes (and its existence hypothesis w ll be analyzed in Theorem 3). 
For example in the case of E, (see [MMPP]) there is a unique conjugacy 
class ofrational elements oforder 31, and there are two conjugacy classes 
of quadratic ( .e., height 2)elements of order 61. A different explanation is 
found in [Pzl2]. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let W’ be a Weyl subgroup of W. Then the Poincare 
series ofW’ divides that of W. 
Proof: Recall that by definition Y(W) = x:,, w t’(‘+‘. If ml, S . . . d rn;, 
are the exponents ofW’ we can use a result ofChevalley [Slm2] to 
conclude that 
9(W) r-If=, (tm’+l- 1) 
iqiq=)=;‘=, (tm;+‘-l). (10) 
Let 5 be a primitive dthroot of unity. Then 5 is a root of multiplicity 
k=card Z’(d) of the denominator of (10). By definition of Sk(d) and 
Theorem 2 we conclude that W’ and hence W has elements admitting t 
as an eigenvalue of multiplicity k. Again by Theorem 2 we obtain 
card Z(d) >k so that he numerator f(10) admits 5 as a root of 
multiplicity 2 k. 1
6. EXISTENCE 
LEMMA 3. Suppose Z(d) is nonempty and that Z(d) = Z(kd) with k 22. 
Then k = 2, d is odd, and either 
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(*) -1 E W, or 
(**) W has type D, with 1odd and not divisible y d. 
Proof: By case by case inspection of the sets of exponents for W. 1 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose Z(d) is nonempty and that dl D with D even. 
Then either 
(*) B&t) has degree IZ(d)l, or 
(**) Bd,,Jt) = 0 and d is odd where ither 
(a) -1~ W, or 
(b) W has type D, with Iodd and not divisible y d. 
ProofI Since flJ1, is always positive, Proposition 4 implies that B&t) 
has degree IZ(d)l if and only if Z(d) #Z(kd) for all k82 (i.e., 
Z(d) E9&(d, D)). The proposition now follows from Lemma 3 since D 
even means the relation Z(d) =Z(2d) shows $(d, D) is empty for all q. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let D be the greatest common divisor of p- 1 and 
e(W); observe that D is even. By Theorem 1an element oforder p and 
depth d exists precisely when B,,(p) >0. By Proposition 4, Bd,Jp) > 0 if 
and only if B,,J t) has degree > 1; moreover, B&t) = 0 if Z(d) is empty. 
Because of (2) and Corollary 3, the conditions (El) and (E2) are 
equivalent to he hypotheses of Proposition 8. Finally inspecting sets of 
exponents for W, with the help of Corollary 1, shows that (E3) is precisely 
what is needed to avoid (w) of Proposition 8. 1
Nore added in proof: After this paper was completed and submitted for publication we 
found out that our Theorem 2 is originally dueto Morgan (see [Mrg]). Also, ten years before 
Morgan, I. G. Macdonald presented a proof of this result in the IAS “Nothing seminar.” 
Macdonald’s proof also covered the generalization o groups generated bypseudo reflections. 
Unfortunately this was not written up. 
Our present approach in terms of weighted sums lends itself naturally to the application of 
the result in Theorem 3. We have therefore d cided not to delete the proofs from the main 
text. 
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